
Fee Simple Estates and Future 
Interests



Fee Simple Absolute

O  A and his heirs
• Largest estate known – potentially infinite

• Generally inheritable

Modern language:

O  A, his heirs and assigns

O  A



Defeasible Fees

Fee Simple Determinable (FSD)

Fee Simple Subject to Condition Subsequent (FSSCS)

Fee Simple Subject to Executory Limitation (FSSEL)



Defeasible Fees vs. Fees Subject to a Condition 
Precedent
• FSSC subsequent: “To A, but if X happens, title will pass to B…”

• Title passes immediately to A, but can be defeased

• FSSC precedent: “To A, if X happens.” 
• Title passes to A only if and when X happens, then cannot be defeased



Fee Simple Determinble

Example: O  A & heirs FOR SO LONG AS the property is used as a school.

A has FSD / O has Possibility of Reverter

It’s all in the language! Words of duration = FSD

O  A “as long as”

“while”

“during”

Key feature: Automatic Forfeiture



Fee Simple Subject to 
A Condition Subsequent 
Example: O  A & heirs, BUT IF the property stops being used as a school, O can reenter.

A has FSSCS / O has Right of Re-entry

Look for conditional language:

O  A, “provided that,…”

“on the condition that,…”

Key feature: A keeps property until O seeks to take the property back. NO Automatic 
Forfeiture



Fee Simple Subject to 
Executory Limitation
Example: O  A & heirs as long as property is used as a school; AND IF 

NOT, TO C.

Or: O  A & heirs but if the property stops being used as a school, TO 
C & HEIRS.

A has FSSEL / C has shifting executory interest.

Key feature: Future interest in a 3rd party other than O. 



Defeasible Fee or FSA?

O owns vacant land. O conveys to Boy Scouts of America “for the 
purpose of erecting a building in which to hold troop meetings.”

The Boy Scouts don’t build a building, and flip to Developer. Who has 
title: O, Boy Scouts, or Developer?



Answer: Developer

Why? Because the Boy Scouts had a FSA. Courts abhor a forfeiture! 
Words to limit a FS need to be very clear. A clause that says “for the 
purpose of” does not create a defeasible fee; the language is read as 
a statement of intent, or a promise. Courts also want to see explicit 
right of re-entry or possibility of reverter language. 



Let’s change a bit…….

Suppose instead that the language said:

“O to Boy Scouts for purposes of erecting troop building, but if no 
troop building built by 2009, then property goes to X.”

What interest is conveyed?

Answer: FS Subject to an Executory Limitation (interest will shift to X if 
condition is not met).



FUTURE INTERESTS



Future Interests in the Grantor

• Reversion follows life estates, fee tails, tenancies

• Possibility of Reverter follows fee simple determinable

• Right of Re-Entry follows fee simple subject to condition subsequent



Hypo

• In 2004, O conveys property “to Church while it is used as religious 
school.” In 2006 O dies while property is still being used as religious 
school, leaving a will giving Cuzz all O’s real estate. Son is O’s sole heir 
at law. In 2008, Church closes school and sells to Developer as office-
building site. Who owns property? Cuzz, Son or Developer?



Answer: Cuzz

Why?    Church received a FSD in the property (because grant used 
words of duration: “while”). When the premises stopped being used 
as a religious school, the property AUTOMATICALLY reverted to O. O’s 
Possibility of Reverter was devisable. Cuzz takes P/R under the will.

FSD: Durational language; auto forfeiture; followed by a Possibility of 
Reverter.


